Multiphase (emulsion) gels with internal phase fractions between 0.1 and 0.5 were formulated at low loadings of cellulose nanofibrils (CNF), alginate and polylactide (PLA). Their properties (rheology and morphology) fitted those of inks used for direct ink writing (DIW). The effect of formulation and composition variables were elucidated after printing cubic scaffolds and other solid designs. The distinctive microstructures that were developed allowed high printing fidelity and displayed limited shrinkage after room temperature and freeze drying (0 and 5% shrinkage in the out-of-plane and in-plane directions upon freeze drying, respectively). The CNF added in the continuous phase was shown to be critical to achieve rheology control, as an effective interfacial stabilizer and to ensure the printability of the ink toward high structural reliability.
INTRODUCTION
3D printing is a popular and customizable method to fabricate structures for application in the materials, chemical, and biology fields. [1] [2] [3] [4] The mainstream commercial systems currently available are designed to process metal, ceramics and thermoplastics. 5 In contrast, biobased materials have 3 been adopted only to a limited extent, especially when designing structural materials. 6 Fluids that display viscous flow under shear stress (shear thinning) and rapid recovery after relaxation (shapefixing) are conveniently used as 3D printable inks. 7 They transform from gel-like, over liquid-like and back to gel-like upon extrusion. 8 Direct ink writing (DIW) is an extrusion-based 3D printing technique that enables continuous layer-by-layer asemblies 9 with a variety of inks that includes colloidal gels, 10 concentrated polyelectrolyte complexes, 11 and hydrogels. 12 Recently, emulsions and foams have been introduced for such purposes. 13, 14 However, the formulations of emulsions and foams require high solid concentration to ensure stable printing toward high-fidelity shapes. 15 This fact has limited the adoption of biobased components for DIW, which otherwise are interesting alternatives to inorganic and synthetic counterparts. 16 Owing to their tendency to form hydrogels, cellulose nanofibrils (CNF) are ideally suited for related purposes, 17, 18 as has been discussed in recent reports. [19] [20] [21] Still, the weak gelation strength at low concentration of noncrosslinked CNF prevents a broader use. 22, 23 The incorporation to CNF of auxiliary hydro-soluble polymers, such as alginate, has been shown as an efficient way to solidify the system. [24] [25] [26] However, the loss of structure upon drying remains a major challenge. 27 Indeed, the initial shape of printed CNF hydrogels is easily lost at ambient temperature drying and even collapse or shrink upon freeze-drying, especially when used at low concentrations. 20 The incorporation of other polymers may provide a route to enhance the performance of CNF-based printed objects if they can support or retain the shape. Obviously, such possibility is not practical if printability is impaired or prevented 28 or if the interfacial compatibility with CNF is lacking, a typical situation in the case of non-polar polymers. 29 The incorporation of the latter, however, can be beneficial in efforts to limit the sensitivity to water. For this purpose, a viable alternative is the use of multiphase, emulsion systems. 30 4 Oil-in-water emulsions can incorporate CNF at the interface 31 or in the continuous phase; 32 the addition of non-polar polymers in such emulsions has not been widely explored, 33 especially if high polymer loadings are desired, such as in high-internal-phase emulsions. Herein, we propose a single-step synthesis of high fidelity DIW inks based on emulsion gels based on CNF in the presence of alginate and poly(lactic acid) (PLA). The non-adsorbing CNF is dispersed in the aqueous phase as a gel-like network and to act as co-stabilizer of emulsified PLA droplets. 34 Alginate is introduced in the continuous phase as auxiliary component to improve the weak strength of the emulsified gel, via Ca 2+ -mediated post-solidification of the printed objects. We demonstrate no surface collapse nor shape deformation upon room-temperature drying, offering a new pathway for the design and fabrication of biobased, moldable 3D printing inks. Moreover, we show the possibility of no or limited structural changes upon re-hydration of the dried 3D-printed designs. By compatibilization of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic components via emulsification, we achieve control on swelling and open the possibility for adopting low-solids CNF-based emulsion inks. Such systems can be printed into tailorable structures that have been rarely reported.
More importantly, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first report to utilize CNF-based emulsion gels with hydrophobic PLA to reveal precise printing toward dryable and rehydratable 3D objects.
EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. Polylactide (PLA, 6060D, Mw = 191000) was obtained from Nature Works, United
States. Span 80, Tween 80, sodium alginate (A2033, medium viscosity, Sigma-Aldrich), calcium chloride (CaCl2), Nile red and chloroform (CHCl3) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Helsinki, Finland) and used as received. Milli-Q water was purified with a Millipore Synergy UV unit and used throughout the experiments. Cellulose nanofibrils (CNF) were prepared by disintegration of never-dried, fully bleached and fines-free sulfite hardwood (birch) fibers obtained from a Finnish pulp mill, as described previously. 35 The fibers were disintegrated through a high-pressure microfluidizer (M110P, Microfluidics Int. Co., Newton, MA) using six passes to obtain a CNF suspension in water at 1.8 wt% solids. The average width of the cellulose nanofibrils was ~20 ± 8 nm, 34 and the surface anionic charge content was ~0.04 mmol/g. 31 Emulsion gel. The CNF suspension was mixed with alginate solution for a total solids content of 3 wt% with respect to the mass of the aqueous phase (1.5% based on the emulsion). The nomenclature used for the inks (emulsion gels) and the respective dry mass ratio of CNF/alginate and PLA is summarized in Table S1 . Preliminary studies indicated that by adding the same amounts of CNF and alginate was optimal for emulsion gel printing, following casting and crosslinking tests, Figure S1 and S2. A surfactant mixture containing Tween 80 and Span 80 (3:1, 2 wt%) was dissolved into CNF/alginate aqueous suspension before emulsification. The organic phase consisted of PLA dissolved in chloroform, CHCl3. Herein, the PLA weight % is reported relative to the mass of the organic phase (between 0 and 12%). To prepare the emulsions, a given volume of the CNF suspension was mixed with alginate and surfactant solution followed by 5-min sonication in a water bath. Solutions of given concentrations of PLA in the organic phase were blended with the aqueous, continuous phase using a high-speed mixer operated at 10000 rpm for 2 min (Digital UltraTurrax, IKA, Germany). Two composition variables were considered in the preparation of the emulsion gels: (a) PLA concentration from 0 to 12 wt% at fixed volume fraction of the organic phase fo = 0.2 (or water-to-oil ratio WOR = 80:20) and, (b) fo from 0.1 to 0.5 (WOR from 90:10 to 50:50) at fixed PLA concentration of 12 wt%. After preparation, the emulsions were equilibrated and stored at ambient temperature for 24h before characterization and 3D printing.
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Emulsion morphology and rheology. The emulsion droplets were observed with an optical microscope (Leica DM 750, Leica, Germany) with 20× objective lens. A drop of the emulsion gel was placed onto a microscope slide and covered with a glass coverslip (Assistent, Sondheim, Germany). The emulsion droplets were also examined with a confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) with a 63× oil immersion objective lens (Leica DMRXE, Leica, Germany). The oil or organic phase was dyed with 10 L of Nile red solution (1 mg/mL ethanol) added to 100 L sample (the excitation and emission spectrum for Nile red are 488 nm and 539 nm, respectively).
After homogeneously mixing with a pipette, 6 L of dyed sample was placed on a microscope slide and covered with a glass coverslip. The coverslip was quickly fixed with a nail polish to avoid evaporation.
Rheology. The shear viscosity of the emulsion gels was measured with a rheometer (MCR 302, Anton Paar, Germany) using parallel plates (PP25) with a gap fixed at 0.5 mm. All samples were pre-sheared at 10 s -1 . The apparent shear viscosity was monitored by increasing the shear rate from 0.01 to 100 s -1 . For dynamic viscoelastic measurements, the linear viscoelastic range was determined with a strain sweep (0.01 to 100%) at a fixed frequency of 10 rad/s. After this, a dynamic frequency sweep was conducted using a parallel plate geometry with a gap fixed at 0.5 mm and by applying a constant strain of 0.5%, which was within the linear region, and over a frequency range between 0.1 and 100 rad/s. The dynamic mechanical spectra were obtained by recording the storage (G') and loss (G") moduli as a function of frequency. All measurements were performed at 25 °C.
3D Printing of the emulsion gel.
A 3D-printer prototype was built in-house with the purpose of extruding paste-like materials. The operation window is similar to that of commercial units such as nScrypt systems (3Dn-300, nScrypt Inc., USA). The system utilized a simple syringe pump system with disposable 10 ml syringe (Norm-Ject, Air-Tite Products Co., Inc., USA) and tapered tips (Drifton, Denmark). The nozzle size of the tip used was 0.63 mm. The moving speed of the print head was 7.5 mm/s, and the optimized extrusion speed was set at 0.012 mm/s based on primary tests of the inks. Cubic grid scaffolds (2 cm x 0.5 cm length and width) were printed as well as specially designed shapes. The printed layers were built with parallel lines at 45° from the edges of the cube ensuring that the alternating layers were oriented perpendicular to each other.
After printing, the produced scaffolds were gently moved to crosslinking solution (1 wt% aqueous CaCl2) for ~24h before characterization. Note: once dried and upon immersion in water (rehydration), a slight increase of line diameter in the printed objects occurred due to the swelling of CNF.
Scaffolds structure and swelling. Microstructure. The microstructure of the lines in the printed scaffolds, after drying, was revealed by a scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss Sigma VP, German) operated under vacuum and at an accelerated voltage of 2 kV. The internal structure was revealed from clean knife cuts. The surface and inner sections of the scaffolds were sputtercoated with platinum before imaging.
Shrinking and swelling of 3D printed scaffolds. The visual appearance and dimensions (plane and out-of-plane directions) of the printed cubic scaffolds after crosslinking and drying were recorded. A ruler was used as a reference in the images. For comparison, dimensional changes were measured after drying at room temperature (RT) and freeze-drying. In the former case, the scaffolds were imaged after crosslinking. For the freeze-dried materials, imaging was carried out with the cross-linked scaffolds that were vacuum dried (> 48 h) after freezing overnight (-18 ℃).
The volumetric shrinkage was calculated according to the size variation from the hydrated to the dried condition.
The freeze-dried scaffolds were immersed in water (re-hydration) and the extent of swelling was determined. The water absorbed was recorded gravimetrically at given time intervals. Before weighing, excess water was removed gently by using filter paper. The experiments were carried out at room temperature (three replicates were used). The % swelling ratio (g/g) was calculated according to: 36
where W1 is the initial weight of dried sample, and W2 is the weight after soaking in water at the given time.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Structure of the emulsion gel.
A conceptual schematic illustration of the procedure used to prepare the CNF-based emulsion gels (inks) is shown in Figure 1a . The continuous, gel-like phase contained non-interacting CNF and alginate, both of which are negatively charged and therefore are subjected to electrostatic repulsion. The rheological properties of the ink resulted from the highly entangled fibril network formed by CNF at the given concentration (1.5 wt%) (Figure   1b ). 18 The surfactant mixture was used to stabilize the PLA solution (organic phase). As shown in the optical image (Figure 1c) , PLA droplets were dispersed in the emulsion gel, a multiphase system proposed as efficient route to compatibilize the hydrophobic PLA biopolymer with the hydrophilic CNF. The limited flocculation that occurred in the system was induced by depletion effects of the non-adsorbing CNF and alginate (Figure 1d ). 37 The stability of the emulsion droplets is explained by depletion stabilization mechanisms. 34 These results also demonstrate that the developed emulsion gel is a robust system that facilitates the integration of components with differing surface energies; related biobased, multiphase systems can be expanded or generalized 9 for the formulation of other DIW inks, e.g., containing polymers, biodegradable or not, to endow printed objects with given functions, such as bio-absorbability, anti-microbial, conductive (thermal, electric) and magnetic, for example). The microstructured emulsion gels were prepared at fo = 0.2 and varying PLA concentrations in the organic phase, Figure 2a . The low viscosity of this phase facilitated emulsification into small droplets that were stabilized by the surfactant mixture. At PLA concentration of 0 and 4 wt%, the emulsion droplets were homogeneously dispersed (diameter of 1~4 m) in the aqueous phase (Figure 2a 1 and a 2 ) . The presence of CNF enabled a gel-like continuous phase that prevented PLA droplet creaming and coalescence (Figure 2a 1 and a 2 ). With increasing PLA loading to 8 wt%, the droplet diameter significantly increased and became polydispersed (Figure 2a 3 The oil or organic fraction, fo, as emulsion composition variable, was found to critically affect the stability of the system. Emulsions with varying fo and 12% PLA (Table S1) were tested in relation to the emulsion characteristics and ensuing quality of the 3D-printed objects after drying.
This PLA concentration (12 wt%) was found to be the highest possible to allow a fine emulsion gel. More concentrated oil phases were too viscous, making efficient homogenization challenging. Figure 2b 1 -b 3 , the microstructure of the formed PLA droplets was similar, with stable droplet sizes in the 1-10 m range. The high viscosity of the oil phase at 12 wt% PLA concentration resulted in size polydispersity. For fo = 0.4 (Figure 2b 4 ), large droplets (<40 m) were observed with a nonhomogeneous distribution. Significant coalescence of PLA droplets occurred at fo = 0.5 (Figure 2b 5 ). This can be ascribed to the low emulsifying efficiency in this condition. Moreover, an insufficient inventory of surfactant may have prevented the full coverage of newly generated interfaces, easing a more extensive droplet coalescence. It was noted that although droplet coalescence occurred in the emulsion gels, no macroscopic phase separation was apparent after equilibration for 24h at room temperature. This is due to the dense internal structure originated from strongly gelled CNF that significantly inhibited or delayed the mobility of the oil phase. In summary, the formed emulsion gels showed no oil leakage, even at high internal phase content, which is beneficial for inks to be used for high-fidelity 3D-printing. Figure 3a . This is a very useful attribute of the emulsions, e.g., they facilitate transport of high-viscosity dispersed phases while the rheology is mainly dominated by the continuous phase.
As shown in
Dynamic measurements at low strain (0.5%) are shown in Figure 3b and (Figure 3b) . In this region G' presented a maximum value for emulsions with fo = 0.1, attributed to the homogeneous dispersion of PLA droplets. (2) Emulsion gels of high dispersed phase fraction (fo = 0.4 and 0.5), displaying an increased moduli at low frequencies, owing to the partial coalescence of oil droplets that impaired structuring, thereby favoring a more liquid-like behavior. In the sweep cycles, the G" profile displayed a minimum change compared to G' (Figure 3d) , given that G' is more sensitive to oil coalescence at low frequencies. 39 13 Table S1 for nomenclature.
In summary, the emulsion gels developed for direct ink writing exhibited shear-thinning behavior that is expected to enable efficient flow through fine deposition nozzles, yet they should quickly recover as solid-like (sufficiently high storage modulus, G') after cessation of shear and to maintain its filamentary shape upon printing. 40 Since alginate shows low zero-shear viscosity, 24 the presence of CNF in the emulsion gel is beneficial not only as an interfacial stabilizer, but also a rheology modifier. The measured rheological properties of the emulsion gels to be used in DIW fit the property space desirable for inks for DIW-based 3D printing, 41 as is discussed next.
DIW and 3D-printed structures. The 3D printing of the emulsion gels is schematically illustrated in Figure 4a and b. Non-crosslinked cubic scaffolds were stable and self-supporting, with no evidence of collapse or surface crumpling after printing (Figure 4b 2 ) . This confirmed our expectations for DIW requirements based on the rheological behavior of CNF/alginate-based emulsions. The treatment with Ca 2+ resulted in the neutralization of the acidic groups and chelation 42 with alginate and alginate-CNF (Figure 4b 3 ). This allowed a robust internal structure even in the hydrated state (Figure 4c and Figure S3 a ) and improved the integrity of the printed objects (Figure 4e) . Furthermore, freeze-drying resulted in objects that retained the shape and size of the original designs, with no collapse, deformation nor shrinkage (Figure 4b 4 ) (see also Figure   4d and Figure S3 b ). As shown in Figure 4f , printed layers can be clearly identified from the side view of enlarged letter "A". To further demonstrate the versatility of the emulsion gel ink, a more complex and asymmetrical structure was printed (see Figure S4) . The shape and fidelity of the objects were maintained both in the hydrated state and after freeze-drying. In sum, the emulsion gels developed here are efficient 3D printable inks that retain the solid shape and enable precise printing process and structures with good fidelity. Microstructure of 3D-printed scaffolds. The microstructure of the lines in the printed scaffolds after freeze-drying at various PLA concentrations is displayed in Figure 5a . No clear boundaries between the different layers can be discern in the top view of dried scaffolds (Figure 5 a1 to a 4 ), although the initial layer-by-layer structure was observed visually in the dried objects (see also 4 f and Figure S3 b ). This indicates that the properties of the emulsion ink allowed a good supported structure but did not prevent integration of the layers during printing nor crosslinking.
The thickness of the scaffold wall and the surface roughness increased at increased PLA concentration (higher solids) (Figure 5a 1 to a 4 , inserts) . Thus, the incorporation of PLA significantly altered the properties of printed scaffolds and improved their integrity (Figure 5a 1 ). Figure 5a 2 to a 4 , layered structures are evident in the inner sections of the dried scaffolds, indicating that the crosslinked shape formed by the emulsion gel was transferred to the cryogel, keeping the pore spaces. Such pores were caused by the initial network that was formed and by the entanglement of CNF/alginate in the aqueous phase.
Interestingly, small spherical particles were observed on the surface of the walls of the 3Dprinted objects, more evident as PLA loading in the emulsion gels was increased (Figure 5a 2 to a 4 , insets). It can be reasonably proposed that these are PLA particles that formed during freezedrying, given that PLA formed the initial emulsion droplets. Figure S5a 1 to a 4 indicates that PLA particles were present in the internal sections of the dried scaffolds, and their corresponding size increased with increasing PLA concentration. It should be noted that most of the PLA particles were trapped or embedded between the lamellar structure of CNF/alginate. The interactions between PLA and CNF/alginate likely involve structural entanglement. Moreover, the existence interfacial adhesion between PLA and CNF cannot be ruled out given the effect of the surfactant, which may act as interfacial compatibilizer, as has been demonstrated for other systems in our previous work involving measurement of the adhesion. 43, 44 The non-adsorbing CNF and alginate originally present in the aqueous phase stabilized the emulsion and formed a porous, layered skeleton upon drying. Moreover, the freely and randomly distributed PLA particles on and inside the CNF/alginate porous structure acted as support of the internal structure, which resulted in strong scaffolds. (Figure 2b) . Smooth solids structures with PLA distributed randomly inside and on the layers were produced from emulsion gels with stable PLA droplets (Figure 2b 1 to b 3 ). At fo = 0.4 and 0.5, the coalescence of PLA droplets in the emulsion gel led to a nonhomogeneous distribution of PLA (Figure 2b 4 and b 5 ), a result of unevenly and discontinuously distributed material (surface crumpling and uneven layering upon drying). Furthermore, extensive PLA aggregation was observed in the internal sections of the dried scaffolds ( Figure S5b 4 and b 5 ) , explained by the coalescence of PLA droplets in the emulsion gel as the internal phase concentration increased. From the microstructure of the printed scaffolds (Figure 5) , it can be concluded that PLA loading was optimum in emulsion gels prepared with 12 wt% PLA at fo = 0.3 (see also Figure 6 ). Shrinking. All emulsion gel formulations were printed and crosslinked by Ca 2+ to form cubic scaffolds (2 x 2 x 0.5 cm). The appearance and shrinkage of the cubic scaffolds in the plane and out-of-plane directions after drying at room temperature (RT) and freeze-drying are shown in Figure 6 and the shrinkage % is presented in Table S2 . Except for the systems with fo = 0.4 and 0.5, the emulsion gels were easily printed at high fidelity into hydrated scaffolds. In the case of high internal phase systems, the non-homogeneous and coalesced emulsion droplets produced transient, discontinuous extrusion. Significant shrinkage, both from surface and height directions occurred upon room temperature (RT) drying. In contrast, freeze-drying was effective to retain the shape of the printing objects, with negligible shrinkage. The extent of shape retention of all dried scaffolds obtained from freeze-drying is explained by the tightly locked internal structure induced by ice crystal formation upon freezing, which slows down mass transport during water removal.
For RT-drying, at increased PLA concentration (from 0 to 12 wt%), objects were obtained with a dry mass ratio of PLA in the emulsion gel from 0 to 50% (Table S1 ). In these systems, the shrinkage % gradually decreased from 57.5 to 52.5%, reaching a minimum value at 8 wt% PLA (Table S2 ). The shrinkage rate decreased to 45% by increasing PLA loading at fo = 0.4 and 0.5.
Since PLA is randomly embedded in the entire scaffold from the respective emulsion gel, it provides a strong resistance to shrinkage during the slow water evaporation at ambient temperature. At lower internal phase concentration (fo = 0.3), similar shrinkage was observed in the plane and out-of-plane directions ( Table S2) . Better shape fidelity and microstructure was observed (Figure 5b3 and 6 ) in objects produced from the emulsion gels with 12 wt% PLA and fo = 0.3. Compared with other works, 20 no surface collapse or lateral deformation of the dried scaffolds occurred, indicating that the incorporation of PLA in the emulsion gel limited dryinginduced shape failure. Thus, irregular and uncontrolled destruction of 3D structured objects produced at low CNF solids were prevented. Importantly, incorporation of PLA in the emulsion gels restricted the fusion of printed layers (Figure 5f, 6 and S3 b ), which otherwise occurs in systems formulated with neat CNF. To our knowledge, this level of shape-retention, e.g., prevention of surface collapse or shape deformation, after RT-drying of printed CNF-based objects, has not been achieved to this extent. The results in this study open an opportunity for dryable CNFbased 3D structured materials. (Table S2 ). References comprising cross-linked hydrated scaffolds were added for every sample. For out-of-plane shrinkage, a single reference was used for all the samples. The hydrated scaffolds were dried at room temperature (RT) and freeze-drying, respectively. Note that an organic phase fraction, f o = 0.2 was used for samples shown at varying PLA concentrations while 12% PLA was used for samples produced at varying f o , as indicated.
Mechanical compression. Many reports have shown that the mechanical integrity of CNFbased hydrogels can be severely compromised upon exposure to humid or aqueous environments, due to the disruption of hydrogen bonding. 45 The incorporation of PLA as a supporting material in a CNF matrix, may provide a simple way to overcome such an issue. As shown in Figure S6a and c, the compression profiles of crosslinked scaffolds show a similar trend for all emulsion gel formulations, with all hydrated scaffolds reaching a flattened structure at high compression (~80% compressive strain and 30 KPa stress), confirming that the mechanical strength of the hydrated scaffolds was sufficient for handling (Figure 4e) . The freeze-dried scaffolds were significantly affected by PLA loading (Figure S6b and d) : the increased PLA dry mass ratio in the emulsion gel resulted in objects with less compression strain (stiffer scaffolds). Since PLA is randomly distributed in the scaffold, increasing PLA provides better CNF skeletal support, improving the mechanical strength. Owing to the constant loading level for all samples (maximum at 18N), the compression stress of the dried scaffolds was similar to that measured for the hydrated ones.
Interestingly, a recent study on the properties of CNF-based aerogels, reported a similar compression strain, but at much lower compression stress (maximum ~11 KPa), 46 indicating that the incorporation of PLA into CNF/alginate matrix has a positive effect in improving the mechanical performance of the dried scaffolds. Overall, the compression tests indicate that freezedried scaffolds were sufficiently robust to maintain the initial shape.
Swelling behavior. The hydrophilicity of CNF promotes water adsorption by the dried materials, which is a critical consideration for any use. Therefore, the performance of printed objects after contact with aqueous or humid environments (re-hydration) was studied. As shown in Figure 7a ,b, the water absorption rate for all scaffolds reached a maximum value in less than 2 h. The swelling of the scaffolds correlated inversely with the PLA content in the emulsion gel, given its lower surface energy (Table S1). A lower saturation swelling at higher PLA loading levels was observed, reaching a minimum absorption at around 400% at fo = 0.4. PLA limited the transport and sorption of water even in the presence of CNF and alginate, both of which are quite hydrophilic. 47 Interestingly, a recent study revealed a swelling rate of 380% for CNF-stabilized, chemically-crosslinked porous foam made via oven-drying, 48 which is close to the saturation value of the system at high PLA loading. Accordingly, it can be inferred that the highly porous, inner structure of freeze-dried 3D materials and the internal micro-channels, contribute to high water absorption via capillary and other phenomena. Furthermore, the non-chemically crosslinking feature of 3D printed scaffolds ensure a higher water uptake ability. Remarkably, after immersion in water, no shape changes occurred compared to the initial 3D-printed shape (Figure S7) . Thus, although water sorption is relatively extensive, the drying and re-hydrating ability of the printed emulsion gels is an asset, depending on their intended use. For example, they include structural materials that absorb water while being able to support given loads (high elastic modulus) and maintain the shape upon hydration. This is relevant to absorbents that can be functionalized by taking advantage of the convenient modification of the cellulose fraction. To finalize, we summarize the contribution of each of the components throughout the 3D printing. Although the viscosity of alginate is considerably high, 49 it is not sufficient for achieving shape fidelity given its low zero-shear viscosity. 24 Thus, it is used here mainly for crosslinking. In turn, the nanocellulose is a critical component to ensure the printability of the ink and the corresponding structural fidelity. 26 PLA improves the printability of the ink at low solid content; 50 supports static load in the hydrated state; enhances the performance of the printed objects and regulates the interaction with water of the dry objects. These components can only be incorporated in an emulsion ink that allows control on the viscosity, mainly affected by the continuous phase and drop size.
CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrate a simple and efficient method based on emulsion gels to synthesize low-solid 3D scaffolds containing CNF and alginate via direct ink writing. PLA added to the dispersed phase was used to tailor the properties of the solid materials. Simple cubic scaffolds and complex geometric structures were built with high shape fidelity. The microstructure of the printed scaffolds were finely tuned by addition of PLA through randomly embedding particles in the CNF/alginate system. PLA also acted as internal enhancer to mechanically support the inner structure of the printed layers. The shrinking of the scaffolds was limited, showing no collapse nor deformation relative to the initial shape. The swelling behavior of dried scaffolds demonstrate their robustness as a promising candidate for application in the presence of water. Our findings are relevant to the application of biobased materials in 3D-printable inks. The proposed method presents a new way to construct low-solids, dryable, and swellable CNF-based 3D structured objects, which can be readily transferred to applications that require biocompatibility, including biomedical devices.
